Team Assignment #3 Workshop
Monday, March 25th, 2012
Instructor: Jon Froehlich
TA: Kotaro Hara
Why do inspiration?
BRET VICTOR
purveyor of impossible dreams

THINGS I'M THINKING ABOUT, AKA "RESEARCH"
Tools and techniques for reducing abstraction and indirection. Encouraging people to understand and create via exploration and intuition.

DYNAMIC PICTURES
Why do we make pictures by writing code? How can artists draw data, graphics, visual interfaces, and other pictures that change?

MAGIC INK
A treatise on a new approach to UI design, interaction considered harmful.

SUBSTROKE
Sketch of a dynamic drawing tool
“These are thoughts that you can’t think.”

-Bret Victor, CUSEC2012
Bio: Bret Victor invents tools that enable people to understand and create. He has designed expert UI concepts at Apple, interactive data graphics for Al Gore, and musical instruments at Alesis.
Team Project #2

User Research, Task Analysis, and Sketching
Team Project #3
Task Refinement, Storyboarding, Video Prototyping